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Charles L. Wood was a son of the Great Plains and 
its agricultural heritage. Born into a farm family in 
Hemingsford, Nebraska, Chuck Wood was educated 
at St. Benedict' s College in Atchinson, Kansas, and 
at the University of Kansas, where he earned his 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in American history under 
the tutelage of Professors George L. Anderson and 
John G. Clark. Between 1963 and 1970 and again 
from 1974 to 1976, he served on the faculty of 
Hayden High School in Topeka. 
Chuck joined the history faculty at Texas Tech 
University in 1976, wherehetaughtagricultural 
history until his sudden death at the age of 44 in 
1981. Although his stay with us was brief, Chuck 
communicated his deep affection for the land and 
people of the Plains and energetically pursued his 
research on cattle ranching in the West. His articles 
on the range and cattle industry appeared in the 

Charles L. Wood 
1937-1981 

Kansas Historical Quarterly and the Journal of the West, and in 1980 his monograph ThE 
Kansas Beef Industry was published by the Regents Press of Kansas. An Associate of 
the International Center for Arid and Semiarid Land Studies at Texas Tech, Chuck Wood 
had begun to research the ranching industry in West Texas at the time of his death. 
Chuck's enthusiasm for his subject, his dedication to good teaching and careful scholar
ship, and his kind and gentle manner touched students and colleagues alike. Both 
agricultural history and Texas Tech are richer for the work of Charles L. Wood. 

Joseph E . King 
Department ofEconomics and Geography 
Texas Tech University 
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INTRODUCTION 

Elliott West is Professor of History at the University of Arkansas. He is author of a 
number of distinguished books, which include: The Saloon on the Rocky Mountain 
Mining Frontier, 1979; Growing Up With the Country: Childhood on the Far-Western 
Frontier, 1989, which won the Western Heritage Award for Outstanding Nonfiction Book 
on the American West; The Way to the West: Essays on the Central Plains, 1995, which 
won Dr. West another Western Heritage Award as well as the George Perkins Marsh Prize 
for Best Book in Environmental History, 1995-1996; and, most recently, The Contested 
Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, and the Rush to Colorado, 1998, a Main Selection for the 
History Book Club. In addition, Dr. West has co-edited three books, authored 13 chapters 
in books, 32 journal articles, and numerous book reviews, and delivered 40 addresses and 
lectures. He has served on the boards of the Arkansas Humanities Council, the Western 
History Association, the Arkansas Historical Association, and two major western 
historical journals, the Western Historical Quarterly and Montana: The Magazine of 
Western History. In the summers of 1993, '94, and '95, Dr. West served as Senior Faculty 
for ''The New American West," a National Endowment for the Humanities Seminar for 
Secondary Teachers in History and Literature at the University of Colorado. He also 
serves as General Editor of the Histories of Arkansas Series published by the University 
of Arkansas Press. 

Dr. West has balanced his distinguished scholarly career with high achievements in 
teaching. He has received several significant teaching awards: University of Arkansas 
1995TeacheroftheYear;1995CollegeMasterTeacher Award; and 1995Arkansas 
Professor of the Year, awarded by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching and Council for Advancement and Support of Teaching. 

A native Texan, Dr. West was an undergraduate at the University of Texas at Austin 
and went on to receive his master's and doctorate degrees from the University of Colo
rado in 1969 and 1971. He began his academic career teaching at the University Texas at 
Arlington. In 1979 the University of Arkansas hired him, and he became full professor in 
1981. 

Several themes run throughout Dr. West's body of work, and relate to his interest in 
how people get by and what their everyday lives are like. Lately he has begun to look 
more closely at how the land and environment shapes the lives of people who live on 
them. The environment thus becomes a link between different peoples and their diverse 
experiences. He analyzes differences in their responses to a region like the Great Plains to 
tell us things about them and their cultures. 

In "Finishing America: How the Great Plains Were Brought Into the Nation," Dr. 
West discusses how the ways that people think about, and dream about, where they live, 
help explain why they live there. He explores the connection between the physical place 
and the imagination, and re-imagination, of the Great Plains. 

Mark Stoll 
Department ofHistory 
Texas Tech University 
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Finishing America: 

Bringing the Great Plains into the Nation 

ELLIOTIWEST 

In the middle of the 19th century Americans faced a crisis of identity that focused ·on 
the nation's regions and how they related to each other. Anyone hearing this statement 
will probably think, first, that it refers to the crisis between North and South that soon 
would lead to Civil War and, second, that the comment is ridiculously obvious. But in this 
case I am not referring to the great divide between North and South. I refer to another 
crisis of national identity, one that historians have given far less attention than the one 
that led to our most terrible tragedy. 

This crisis concerned how the American people east of the Mississippi envisioned 
the nation to the west. In 1850, as people to the east looked westward in their imagina
tions, all the way to the Pacific coast that was now the nation's far boundary, they 
pictured the center of the nation as physically, geographically different. But behind this 
physic.al difference was another one, more important and more troubling. The great 
American center, what we now call the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains, did not 
seem to fit in the great American story. At the moment when many people held a soaring 
vision of their nation's destiny, the country at the heart of that nation seemed to have 
little or no place in this grand future. 

This problem arose out of one of the most tumultuous decades of our history- the 
1840s. At the start of that decade the United States (that is, the lower forty-eight) was 
two-thirds its present size. Our western border lay against Texas and along the crest of 
the Rocky Mountains. In 1840 the Great Plains and Rockies were not the American center. 
They were the far, far West. The image of this country was vague and a little threatening. 
Sometimes we hear that this country used to be called the "Great American Desert," a kind 
of American Sahara. That' s an exaggeration. Only occasionally did some Americans 
think that some parts of this border were desert-like. Much more often people called most 
of this region the "prairies" or the ''plains." By that they meant great grasslands, wind
swept and rolling, hosting lots of wild game but open and exposed, mostly treeless and 
covered with short, wispy vegetation. 

In any case, to Americans of 1840 it was obvious what this country was not. It was 
not part of the dominant dream of what this nation should be. That dream began with 
agriculture-the old vision of America as garden to feed the world. By the 1840s two 
other visioµs had joined the first. America might be a. land of modest industry, and, 
bringing garden and factory together, a nation of commerce, of merchandising and trade 
among our people and reaching out into the world. In these tenns there appeared to be no 
way that the plains and mountains would become part of this American dream. A grassy 
pasture? Maybe. But as a land offertile fields, bustling market towns, and the occasional 
metropolis, the plains seemed a very bum bet. 

But in 1840 that was no great psychological problem. After all, the plains were out 
there on the farthest edge of things. This unpromising strangeness, in fact, might be an 
advantage. If the plains were somewhat intimidating-well, that made them the obvious 
point where the American people would be forced to stop and pay attention to improving 
the country they had conquered. The first U.S. agent to describe the region as desert and 
steppes, Zebulon Pike, said as much. This terrain could only support game and "wander-



ing and uncivilized aborigines." Wh,ite pioneers, "being so prone to rambling and 
extending themselves on frontiers," finally would be forced to halt at the Missouri valley, 
settle down, stop being so. wasteful, and treat the land properly.1 This country, then, 
whether we called it desert or plains or prairie, was our republic's far edge in a double 
sense. Geographically, it was our western boundary; mentally, it was the place where our 
vision of abundance and purpose weakened, and gradually faded away. 

Then suddenly the national map was dramatically redrawn. In only three years, 
between 1845 and 1848, more I.and was added to the U.S. than in any other acquisition, 
including the Louisiana Purchase. It came in three great gulps. In 1845 Texas was 
annexed. The next year a treaty with England brought the Pacific Northwest and Columbia 
plateau. Then war with Mexico added California and the southwest. In all we grew by 
more than one million two hundred thousand square miles-or .roughly three quarters of a 
billion acres. Almost overnight the U.S. had become a transcontinental, dual-oceanic 
nation. Before, our size had been impressive. Now it was imperial. 

Next, on the far western side of this new territory the population immediately began to 
thicken. Farmers flocked to settlem.ents already begun in Oregon and California. And 
coinciding almost exactly .with the final act of acquisition, nine days before the treaty was 
signed ending the Mexican War,James Marshall found those famous glittering flecks in a 
millrace in northern California. "Boys, by God I believe I have found a gold mine," he 
announced. He was right, and very soon tens of thousands of others were trying to find 
theirs. Within a year California held the most rapidly growing population on earth. It was 
history on fast-forward: dozens of towns within a few months, an explosive economy 
rapidly diversifying, a port rivaling all but a couple on that other coast across the conti
nent. 

All this, of course, is familiar to anyone who knows much American history, but there 
is a neglected part of that story. The dizzying expansion westward created a crisis of 
national perception by forcing people to re-imagine the national map in their heads. In the 
years that followed, that crisis was answered by a massive reimagining of the continent. 
This rep~ception was one of the most important-and neglected-episodes of that era . 

. The expansion of the 1840s was, among other things, a great psychological event. 
Most obvious was a burst of ballyhoo and chest-puffing. Suddenly we were among the 
largest nations in the world. The American eagle's scream was heard from coast to coast. 
But this supernationalistic mood had to do with much more than our physical growth. Our 
greater boast had to do with how we would develop this new western empire. We said 
that the land we grabbed had possibilities that only we could see, and appreciate, and 
fulfill. The wide embrace of Texas and the green valleys and golden mountains on the 
Pacific had been sitting there, waiting, for us to bring them fully into all they might be. 
This was the real meaning behind the famous phrase of the 1840s: "manifest destiny." 
God, or history, or fate, or whatever had given us this magnificent country as a responsi
bility. 

"Shall this garden of beauty .. .lie dormant in its wild and useless luxuriance?" an 
Illinois editor asked, rhetorically, about California. Many agreed that Americans were 
seizing this country for the good of people everywhere. "We would hold it [this far 
western country], not for our own use, but for the use of man," wrote a Democrat of the 
day, who went on to say that ''to replenish the earth and subdue it [is man's] ordained 
mission and destiny."2 With a mix of confidence and racism, we said that nobody else 
had what it took to make this country all it should be. As an Illinois editor put it, the 
current residents, the Indian and Hispanic peoples, were "reptiles [who must] either crawl 
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[away] or be crushed. "3 Here, then, was our expanded national vision at the end of the 
1840s. In this supervirile time in our history, ours was the classic macho boast: it wasn't 
simply that what we now had was big; it was what we could do with it. 

But there was a problem here, and I'll bet you can see it coming. ·This -vision of farms 
and manufacturing and trade had long been applied to the country east of the Missouri. 
Now it was projected far to the west, to the far side of the continent, to the Pacific coast. · 
But what about the country in between, in particular the plains? That country still seemed 
a nearly useless grassland, but now it was not out of the way; .it was not our western 
fringe. Now it was the American center. By 1850 the vision of development and destiny 
had reached out over the continent, but it did not yet cover the continent. To the 
contrary. The center seemed to have nothing much to do with anything. As the former 
mountain man and present Indian agent in the late 1840s put it, the American center was 
"a great disconnecting wilderness" between two centers of civilization. 4 

Listen to what travelers had to say about the plains they crossed from the imagined 
land of plenty in the east to the other one on the Pacific: "a dreary waste as far as the eye 
can reach;" and "[this] equals any other scene on our continent for desolation;" and "a 
desert ... with stunted shrubs, withered grass, and brackish water." One traveler thought 
that there was one good thing happening on the plains-erosion. Soil was being held, as 
if in a gigantic savings account, and slowly washed out and carried to the east where it 
could do some good: "It looks as ifthe great Creator has made this vast desert as a sort 
of storehouse of materials from which he is day by day transporting them to other regions, 
where they can be made more available for the use and to the benefit ofman."5 

True, there were occasional wild and exotic sights-bison and antelope, and the 
plains Indians who travelers believed always threatened to attack or rob them. But mostly 
travelers, old and young; were oppressed and disoriented by what one called "so much 
sameness." A week or so into the crossing a young man wrote in his diary of finding his 
four-year-old sister "crying like her heart would break: Why Jane, [I asked], what's the 
matter? Oh [she answered], we will never get to Oregon if we come back and camp in the 
same place everynight."6 . . 

Open, rolling, the same day after day: the obvious parallel was to the sea. The plains 
were "an ocean. ofland, the same day in and day out," Tom Sanders remembered. An 
army unit traveled four days through a treeless stretch of eastern Colorado before finally 
sighting a line of cottonwoods along a stream. An Irish private called out: "Be Jesus! 
We're in sight ofland again!"7 

The comparison stuck because it went well beyond appearance. For the typical 
American of 1850, the middle of continent seemed to have less in common with Indiana or 
California than with the Atlantic and Pacific. On the plains, as at sea, they might find high 
adventure, or see schools.of playful bison frolickirig in the grassy waves, or meet those 
colorful but threatening land pirates, the Pawnees and Sioux. But for the tens of thou
sands of farmers who might consider moving west, the Great Plains was an alien place 
with no more promise than the middle of the ocean as somewhere to stop and build a life. 
The plains, like the sea, was something to get across. 

Then, only 25 or 30 years into the future, the continental vision had changed funda
mentally. By 1880 the American center was pictured as an agrarian wonderland: a place of 
bountiful fields already bursting forth, and millions of acres more just waiting to do the 
same. Here, people were told, was one of the earth's great gardens. This country, 
squarely in the middle of the nation, would give us all we needed-and more-to fulfill 
our destiny as a great and powerful people. 
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Of all the transformations of the imagined geography of the American nation, surely 
this was one of the most rapid and dramatic. Its results would be enormous. What we do 
with the land depends on what we believe it will let us do. Everything that has happened 
on the plains since then-the enormous accomplishments and the appalling catastro
phes-has followed partly from this great mental change. It is worth asking how it all 
happened. 

The transformation began in that straggling line of border towns along the middle 
Missouri River on the eastern edge of the plains-Kansas City and Westport, 
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph, and a few others. These were the jumping off places 
for those headed across the plains for Oregon and California. They pictured themselves, 
that is, basically as ports o ' call that would find their business in outfitting overland 
travelers for their long voyages across the sea of grass. 

But by the mid- l 850s, another economic vision began to take hold here. Farmers were 
starting to settle in far eastern Kansas, and some civic leaders began to think of their 
towns, not only as ports, but as market centers for those lovely prairies in the first 30 or so 
miles beyond the Missouri. There followed a pattern familiar in American promotion. If 
com was harvested 30 miles west of Leavenworth, why not 50? And if the land cropped. 
around Lawrence, why not around Topeka, and 50, 80, and 150 miles west of there? We 
might call this process "creeping boosterism," and by 1855 it had moved well past the 
middle of Kansas. The dreamers drew on military reports like those of John C. Fremont 
and Francis Bryan, who had toured parts of the high plains several years earlier, but the 
creeping boosters picked and chose from those accounts to create a far rosier picture than 
the originals. The soldiers' flattering d~criptions of the lower valleys of the Kansas and 
Solomon and Republican Rivers were given to a much wider region, so that much of the 
eastern plains now was said to be deep in rich soil, well watered and nicely timbered. 

Everyone understood that living well on the plains depended on rivers, the larger and 
more reliable the better. And everyone knew that several rivers flowed out of the plains to 
join the Missouri. The Platte and the Arkansas were the most familiar. Much less known 
was the Kansas, formed from the Solomon, Republican and Smoky Hill Rivers. For those 
trying to dream the plains into a garden, the crucial question was this: When you moved 
up these streams farther to the west, what would you find? How much water? How 
dependable? Any trees? What else? None of these boosters knew, but some were ready 
with opinions anyway. The Arkansas River, wrote Walter Sloan in 1855, could be 
followed westward all the way to Utah. From there it flowed across the plains, "watering 
and fertilizing the valleys through which it meanders." The tributaries of the Kansas 
River, too, were found "far up among the Rocky Mountains," and all the way to the 
Missouri their banks were thick with timber, sometimes a mile on either side: oaks six feet 
through the trunk, elms, sycamores, walnut, cherry and beech. The soil was "a rich, black 
vegetable mould." There was clay for bricks and coal to bum, as well as deposits oflead, 
tin, and zinc. No "foot-prints" of civilization could be found yet along these streams, but 
soon- very soon, he predicted-large towns with thousands of persons would appear, 
and ''the spires of churches and courthouses will be seen lifting their heads among the 
hills.''8 

By the late 1850s editors in eastern Kansas were picking up this refrain. Rumors of 
dry country to the west, a Lawrence paper assured its readers, were simply wrong. 
Another problem remained, however. Settlers in this new country might raise bumper 
crops, but how would they send them to market? Sloan answered that for much of the 
year the Kansas River was navigable for hundreds of miles by steamboat. Another 
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promoter went farther. Using the deep and vigorous Kansas and Smoky Hill Rivers, he 
said, we could look forward to regular steamship commerce all the way from the Atlantic 
coast to the base of the Rockies, near present-day Denver. Railroad companies joined the 
chorus. Several were building toward the Missouri River, and they looked ahead hungrily 
to the day when the plains would fill with farmers shipping their crops back east. A 
pamphlet for the first to reach the Missouri, the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, crowed 
about the grand possibilities of western Kansas for America's ambitious youth: "As the 
whale remarked to Jonah, 'I deem it a good opening for a young man. "'9 -

The twin images of the old American dream-agricultural empire and bustling 
commerce-were being projected onto a landscape that only a few years before was seen 
as a hindrance and a trial. The push for this re-perceiving of the nation's center came from 
the farmers and merchants of the Missouri valley, railroad interests, and of course 
speculators. Standing there, on the eastern side the plains, they imagined the great 
American garden reaching out to some indefinite point to the west. 

Then came an event that sent this rapid change in our mental geography rocketing -
forward. In July, 1858, a small party of prospectors found gold in a creek close to what is 
today Denver. Kansas City got the word in late August, and the news arrived on the east 
coast 10 years almost to the day after the first astounding reports from California in 
September, 1848. By December a few parties of goldseekers already had left for the 
Rockies. Tens of thousands more gathered from throughout the east in Westport, St. Jo, 
Atchison, Council Bluffs and other border towns. 

In terms of re-shaping our mental map, the Colorado gold rush obviously had its 
greatest impact on the Rocky Mountains. What is especially interesting, however, is how 
powerfully the discovery of gold at the foot of the mountains transformed the image of the 
plains that stretched out for six hundred miles to the east. Until now the push for re
imagining this country had come from its eastern border. Now a new vision was projected 
from its western edge, from the Rockies. 

The first letters from the Rockies puffed up the instant income of the diggings: By 
barely bending his back, a man could find 30, 50, or 100 dollars in gold a day; a child had 
panned several thousand dollars in a couple of weeks; a man accidentally dropped a· 
horseshoe in a creek, and when he found it the next morning it was fully gilded. But soon 
another theme was heard. Along every stream in the region, claimed one correspondent, 
land was being prepared for planting, and no wonder, wrote an early Denver merchant: 
"That the Platte and Arkansas bottoms will yield abundantly to the industrious farmer, 
there can be no doubt, [and] neither can they be excelled for cattle."10 

At first those other merchants, back on the Missouri, had a problem with all this. 
With so many folks running off for gold, who wouJd break and plow and plant the plains 
near them? Stay here, a Lawrence editor urged his readers: "We have that in Kansas 
which is better than gold-our coal, iron, lead, and fertile plains. "11 But that worry 
quickly faded. Miners had to eat. The gold fields would be a hungry market for local 
farmers, who now had more reason than ever to push west into the new land. As for the 
farms that sprang up across the plains, along the face of the Rockies, they would send 
their surplus eastward through Lawrence, Atchison and the other Missouri valley towns. 
Mining and farming were in harmony, not in conflict. And the music they made was sweet 
to the ears of businessmen and speculators throughout the region. 

By the spring of 1859, as thousands of goldseekers were setting off for the Rockies 
on foot, pulling handcarts, and riding in farm wagons, carts, carriages, and ambulances 
drawn by oxen, horses, mules, milch cows and, in at least one case, four hunting dogs, 
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this new promotion was gathering its own terrific momentum. The border .town boosters 
huffed and puffed, and as they did they tried to shoulder each other aside to make the 
best of the opportunity. Their competition in turn had its own effect on the changing 
perception of the plains. 

The question of the day was this: Which towns would profit most from the stampede 
to Colorado? A typical emigrant would leave lots of his money in the dry goods stores, 
liveries, hotels and saloons in whatever town he chose as a jumping off place. But which 
would it be? Would it be Westport, Leavenworth, Atchison? Council Bluffs or St. Jo? 
Somehow, each of these places had to set itself apart from the competition, But how? 

The best edge a town could have was to claim to be the true gateway to the gold 
mines. That in turn meant identifying with one of the three routes to the mountains- the 
northern (Platte), southern (Arkansas), or central (Kansas). Each town chose its route, 
naturally the one nearest to itself. Each town then began to sing the praises of that 
route-its smooth and lovely terrain, its rich grasses and stands of timber, its sure 
sources of water. Looking good as a departure point, in other words, depended on one 

' particular trail looking good, and that in turn meant saying a lot of very nice things about 
the country that trail passed through. So it was that as each border town promoted itself, 
it simultaneously painted a glowing picture of the plains immediately to the west. 

This part of plains promotion shows up most clearly in a series of guide books sold 
throughout the country. More than fifty appeared in 1859. They were pitched as essen
tial travel manuals for those headed for the Rockies, and they claimed to offer practical 
advice and accurate, unbiased facts. A few actually did. Most, however, also pushed one 
route or another. Most of those bent the truth. Some were full ofastounding exaggera
tions. A few trotted out appalling misinformation and bald lies. 

Visually, this contest was most apparent in what might be called the Battle of the 
Maps. Mapmakers, wrote a frustrated editor, "have changed the course ofrivers, 
removed mountains, lengthened streams and made bleak hills and barren sand wastes 
smooth and even highways."12 Descriptions in the books matched the maps. Besides 
reporting fifty dollar nuggets and ''the purest gold that has ever been discovered," they 
predicted that the gold camps would draw cultivators into North America's finest farm
lands. On the high plains east of Denver, one wrote, the vegetation ''recalls the luxuriance 
of the tropics, or the magnificence of the ideal world of old navigators." Another pro
moter discovered something fascinating about this land. There "is a peculiai:ity in the 
soil," he wrote," that enables it to withstand the absence of rain." Besides farming, 
ranchers would find magnificent pastureland. The natural grasses along the face of the 
Rockies, one guide predicted, could sustain "millions of cattle''. year-round.13 Another 
called the Platte valley ''the Great Unoccupied Northwest"-but the meaning of the key 
word, ''unoccupied," had flip-flopped.14 White settlers were not avoiding the area 
because it was a desert or a Mongolian plain, but because they had somehow overlooked 
this unmatched opportunity. The message of ''unoccupied," then, was not "stay away" 
but rather "if you've got any sense and gumption, you better get out there." 

On the eve of the gold rush a new, glowing vision of the plains had started to emerge. 
Now these guide books, with the letters from the mines and the border town boosters, 
together were inflating that vision into something far grander. To the two old parts of the 
dream- farming and commerce-the gold rush added a new third part, industry. Just as 
the California rush of' 49 had transformed the vision of the Pacific coast, so now the 
plains were remade through a magical union of industry and agriculture. The new gold 
fields would be ''the evangel of a new commerce," a St. Louis editor wrote. Emigrants 
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uninterested in mining could still become cattle barons or gentleman farmers. And as the 
guide book maps showed, goods and people could pass easily back and forth across the 
plains along its generous rivers. As one writer put it, ''the buffalo path will turn into 
highways for hurrying merchandise. " 15 

No longer was the American center an ocean of useless land, a place to cross. Now it 
was imagined as what California had been called fifteen years earlier-a "garden of 
beauty" lying dormant, just waiting .for its destined masters, the only people who could 
see it truly and make it what it ought to be. During the next decade a new promotional 
salvo called the plains "one immense pasture ground, boundless, endless, gateless." The 
Platte valley was America's.''best watered and most desirable locality for all purposes
fruit, farming or stock raising." All this was linked to the nation's emerging greatness. 
The harvest of these fields would feed the workers in our new factories. The cattle herds 
of the plains were even more important, one writer thought, because eating animals was 
essential to world dominance. As anyone could see, all great nations of history had been 
carnivores, ''vegetable food alone degenerating people to the condition of the Macaroni 
Eaters ofltaly. " 16 

This bombast was especially interesting because the plains was already showing the 
first settlers a very different face. In 1860 and 1861 the region was devastated by one of 
its cyclical droughts. In Atchison relief agencies handed out thousands of pounds of 
beans, corn and dried apples, but an especially brutal winter still left many marooned on 
distant homesteads. As far east as Connecticut citizens were begged for help for the forty 
thousand persons reported on the verge of starvation. Ten years later another drought 
and vicious winter devastated the earliest ranches along the Arkansas valley, and during 
another rainless summer in the early 1880s, one of the thousands of stricken farmers in 
western Kansas wrote to his family in the east: "I don't know hardly what to do .. .I cant 
see how we are going to get through the winter with nothing to go on .. .I must quit for the 
present for this is all the paper we have got now."17 

. 

But still the rhetoric soared. The year after the disaster of 1861 the Kansas Board of 
Immigration wrote: "an erroneous impression has gone forth that Kansas is subject to 
drought." But to the contrary: longtime plainsmen all agreed that the recent dry spell 
''was the only one of any consequence that [has] ever visited Kansas. " 18 And ten years 
later, after scores ofranchers were driven under, a promoter wrote that ''the question of 
profit [in cattle ranching] would seem unnecessary to raise ... [There has never been a 

. business] that can show [such] uniformity of success, none that has fewer risks." Now 
the plains were described as the true American heartland- sure in their bounty, healthful, 
quickening the vision of national greatness. A western Kansas booster delivered what 
must be the ultimate compliment. This country is a very bad place, he testified, ''for 
doctors and lawyers."19 · 

I worried a long time about using the title for this lecture: "Finishing America." 
Finally I settled on it because it does remind us how our mental geography has changed 
and how those changes have helped determine what we do, or try to do, in this amazing 
country. The American map was transformed in the middle of the last century more than 
at anytime in history. First the far West and southwest were added, then much of the left 
side of this expanded map was reimagined. That second part- that mental mapping-was 
just as important as the first. Keep in mind the timing of these events. Those first 
glowing impressions of the plains came in the 1850s, during a gathering political crisis that 
led into civil war just two years after the Colorado gold rush. The fabulous images of the 
American center were in full bloom by the end of reconstruction. 
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All this-expansion, Civil War, and the reimagining of the West-was part of the 
same process of remaking the nation. The carnage and sacrifice of Antietam and 
Gettysburg decided that our political union would survive. In the same years a vision 
took shape that confirmed another sort of union-a union of material promise. In 1840 
America had stopped at the continental divide. Its western border was perceived as a 
hostile wilderness. Thirty-five years later this was all pictured inside millions of heads as 
a transcontinental nation and, even more important, as a harmony of resources and 
purpose, the Pacific coast in union with the eastern states through a vital center bursting 
with promise. When you think about it, it all happened with astounding speed. In 1845, 
the American center was called a useless desolation. Thomas Fitzpatrick could stand at 
the base of the Rockies and see the land to the east "a disconnecting wilderness." Barely 
a generation later, with the nation reaffirmed by war, it was possible for a woman to stand 
at the summit of Pikes Peak, look at the same place, and conceive a poem, soon put to a 
melody, that became an unofficial national anthem: a vision of amber waves of grain, 
purple mountains rising above fruited plains, a vision of binding abundance uniting what 
had been disconnected into a whole, from sea to shining sea. 

So the lecture's title, "Finishing America," works well enough in describing our 
changing perception of ourselves. But I also mean that title ironically. For one thing, this 
imagined completion was possible only by denying to all others- to dozens of Indian 
peoples, Hispanics, everybody except white Euro-Americans- their own legitimate 
visions of this extraordinary country. The new conquerors pushed everyone else to the 
perceptual edge of things, and the result was deep resentment, misunderstanding, and 
enduring cultural hostilities. It was a terrible price, and we're still paying it. 

And for another thing, the supposed winners in this contest, the ones imagining the 
land on their own terms, have not had such a terrific time either. There have been 
astounding accomplishments and years of bounty and there have been other times-the 
legendary winter of the "big blow'' of 1886-87, the disastrous early 1890s, the overcropped 
1920s, the Dirty Thirties, the blistered Fifties, and the periodic collapses since then. 
Sometimes fields and pastures have been almost as generous as the boosters predicted, 
and other times everything has just dried up and blown away. And on all occasions 
steam boating has been difficult. Today the huge majority of counties on the plains have 
smaller-often a much smaller-population than in the 1870s when the vision of plenty 
was in full blossom. 

The re-dreamers of the American center, that is, only thought they were finishing. 
The country itself had other ideas. It has talked back, and pretty sharply. In frustration, 
some today are talking about "finishing" it again, this time going back to something like 
the earlier version. In this new romantic vision, the plains would once more be an exotic 
wilderness, now as a great game preserve (the "buffalo commons"), where Americans 
would once more visit, use the place to travel in imagination to a simpler time and place, 
but certainly never think of staying. And once more the current residents- not Indians 
this time but the descendants of those who tried to make a go of the dream of abun
dance-would be expected to get out of the way. 

"Finishing" any place-the plains, America, wherever-is of course an illusion, if by 
''finishing" we mean discovering a place's one true purpose and how it fits together with 
other places. Perhaps one lesson here is to think of the places we inhabit as similar to our 
families. Like families, places have deep histories that we join briefly, and help shape for a 
while, before we are gone again. We can try to impose on a place what we think it is, or 
want itto be. We can certainly leave our marks on it, for good or ill. Ultimately, however, 
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like our families, places are much better at shaping us to them. It' s a lesson we usually 
learn as we grow a little older, as individuals and as societies. Perhaps it is now time to 
stop thinking of"finishing" the land we live with, and to try harder to understand and 
respect it, as a familial presence-something, like it or not, we are bound to for the short 
time we have together. 
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